How to build a field hand washing station in 10 easy steps for under $20
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Field handwashing stations can be rented from the sanitation companies or you can purchase field handwashing stations from various sources. They are easy to build with a few purchased, found and salvaged materials.

1. Get some wood. Make the sides.

For this stand, we used 4 - 36” 2x6
4 - 18” 2x6” for the sides of the stand. We decided a stand 36” high would be good for handwashing. You can choose any height you wish.

2. Square off the ends and cut them to the right sizes for your space and what you need.

Materials list.
1. **Water container** -- the blue container holds 5 gallons of water and has an open/close valve. Available at big-box home hardware store in the camping section. $9.99
2. **Soap.**
3. **Trash can** with a lid so paper towels don’t blow around in the wind. We used an old rag container found in the barn.
4. **Water catching bucket** (5 gallon bucket)
5. **Dishpan.** Another found item, is the “drawer” under the water container and holds single use paper towels. You can use whatever you want for this. Doesn’t need to be a dishpan.
6. **Wood** (salvaged). 2x6’s, 2x4’s, and plywood for the top, sized to fit.
7. 60 2.5” screws.
8. **Bungee cord**
This is how the sides will look. They aren’t screwed together yet. At this point we decided to use the dishpan as the drawer because we had one and wouldn’t need to purchase anything else. The top cross piece was placed slightly below the very top to create a lip for the dishpan “drawer” to slide on.

3. Screw the crosspieces in place. We used 2.5” screws, 4 on each end (16 total per side, 32 for both sides). We drilled holes before we drilled the screws.

Here you can better see how we placed the top cross piece down from the top to be the dishpan drawer slide.

Now we have our sides built.
4. **Figure out how wide to cut the width-wise crosspieces.** Placing our dishpan on the “drawer slides” we measured and determined that crosspieces of 14.5” would work. We cut 4-14” pieces of wood. This time we used 2x4s.

5. **Screw the bottom widthwise crosspieces onto the other crosspieces.** You could also turn them the other direction and screw them into the side pieces. With the crosspieces turned flat, they make a bigger flat area in case you want to put something on those pieces.

6. **Screw the top widthwise crosspieces in place.** Notice that these are turned up and down (vs flat like the bottom pieces) and screwed through the side supports. They are low enough so that the dishpan drawer fits in the remaining space.

7. **Next, cut a scrap of plywood,** old countertop, or some other flat material (not glass) to fit the top of the stand.
8. Screw the top in place

9. Install your dishpan drawer. That is where you will have the single use hand towels.

Bungee cord a 5 gallon drinking container on the top. Supply soap. (see photo on the first page if you forgot what this looks like)

10. Get the rest of the parts together. Put a bucket underneath the spigot of the water container to catch the water. You might want to put a rock in the bottom of the bucket if you are in a windy area.

Have a trash can handy for the used towels. One with a lid will keep the used towels from flying all over the place.

Final notes
This is just an idea plan. You can make this any size you want and with any materials. You could change the boards and install a paper towel dispenser under the top, or you could mount a paper towel roll holder on the side. If you do that, you will need to remember to remove it when it rains so you don’t get all your paper towels wet. If you really want to be fancy, you could cover the top of the stand with a vinyl covering so that it will say dry and won’t the plywood won’t warp. Cut vinyl (oilcloth) slightly bigger and staple on to the bottom side of the top.

Of course this thing won’t last forever, but for a seasonal handwashing station in the field it works very well. Remember to use clean potable water for handwashing, not rain water or other water.
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